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For overseas runners who want to participate in the 2020 Sakura Michi Kokusai Nature Run. 

 

2020 Sakuramichi International Nature Run Executive Committee Secretariat 

 

Hello, Thank you for your understanding and support for the annual Sakura Michi Kokusai Nature Run. 

Currently, the race executive committee is preparing for the 2020 race, but due to various 

circumstances, the system for accepting overseas runners as usual has become impossible. It is difficult to 

communicate enough with overseas runners, and it is expected that safety cannot be ensured during the harsh 

race. In addition, we are unable to provide support for daily living during the stay in Japan, such as securing 

accommodations until the day before the race. 

For the 2020 race, only those who can sufficiently complete all procedures and conversations in Japanese 

will be accepted for participation. We would like to apologize to the runners who are preparing for this race, but we 

appreciate your understanding. 

The following are the conditions for accepting overseas runners. 

 

<Changes related to event management (2019 → 2020)> 

1. Start time changed from 6:00 am to 5:30 am 

2. Time limit changed from 36 hours to 35 hours 

3. The participation fee changed from 50,000 yen to 55,000 yen 

 

<Change in overseas runner acceptance method> 

1. Up until now, “Abram-no-kai”, represented by Mr. Ohgo, has accepted overseas runners, but it will be changed 

to “Sakuramichi Kokusai Nature Run Committee Secretariat” from the 2020 Race. 

Event homepage address http://shirotori-gujo.com 

Secretariat address si.shinkou@city.gujo.gifu.jp 

Application form deadline November 30, 2019 (Saturday) (postmark valid) 

Please complete the application form in Japanese and mail it. 

 

2. Limited to those who can fully handle all procedures and conversations in Japanese. 

 

3. The admission of the race will be decided by the selection committee and will be announced later this year with 

relevant documents such as race rules. 

 

4). Notes for selected runners 

① Runners themselves must ensure safety during the race (for insurance, etc.) 

②  Runners must make reservations for accommodations by themselves (accommodations until the opening 

ceremony) 

③ Create and submit a registration card in Japanese. 

④ Submit a medical certificate (attached in Japanese) in advance. 

⑤ Payment of the participation fee must be paid in Japanese yen at the reception desk on the day of the event. 

⑥ No support for the families of attendants. 


